
 

 

 

GRAND MASTERS 

 

 

 

     Bridge is a game of tricks.  

     For a ranked grand master of contract bridge, the most difficult trick might be 

finding opponents on whom to hone his skills.  At my level of play, to discover 

three other grand masters in a geographic proximity whose schedules allow for 

weekly games is a mathematical near-impossibility. But as great bridge players 

know, mathematical odds are never absolute. This is one of bridge’s many 

charms:  that the odds can be misleading.  

     In October, Richard, Wayne, Leonard and I will celebrate our sixth year as a 

foursome. In those six years we’ve missed only four of our weekly games:  once 

when Leonard was hospitalized for prostate surgery; twice when trials I was 

involved in went over schedule; and last spring when Wayne’s father passed 

away.  Though we four are quite different—almost, I’d say, socially 

incompatible--we share a gift and a passion for bridge that allows a tolerance for 

each other’s company.  



     Much of the literature on bridge will tell you that the game is largely about 

calculation and mathematical skill.  I’d argue that bridge is more accurately a 

game of seeing.  The player at the table who can read deepest into the cards will 

win.  From his own hand, and from the bidding, he’s required to extrapolate 

which cards the other players hold and envision exactly how the game will unfold, 

trick by trick, till the last card is laid. To be a grand master is to possess this 

second sight.  

     The other key attribute of the master player is his ability to leave a mistake 

behind.  No matter how well we plan or how accurately we see the play before 

us, the percentages mandate that the unforeseen will happen. The odds will 

confound us.  The four of us are certainly evidence of that truth.  

     We’re all grand masters, and here on Death Row, we live for our weekly 

bridge games.  

     This evening I’m host and play West. Richard will partner me at East, and 

Wayne and Leonard sit North and South respectively.  We rotate seats and 

partners every game so we play both with and against each other.  This requires 

an extra level of strategy. The knowledge you share with a partner this week, he 

may use against you the next.  We’ve all learned to withhold.  Bridge, like any 

competition, exists to determine supremacy.  Always, someone must dominate.  

     But before the pleasures of tonight’s game, I must suffer through another 

session with young Upshaw, my biographer.  I approved Upshaw, so I have only 

myself to blame.  At the time, he seemed the best of the names Random House 



had put before me, though I can’t say I was overwhelmed by anyone on their 

short list.  

     The Random House book is intended to be the definitive version of my life. 

Several unauthorized biographies have already found their way into print—-some 

flattering, others less so—-but only this one will be written with my consent and 

participation. At my age, with so many things I can no longer do, reflecting on 

past achievements with an interested and informed researcher should be a great 

pleasure.  

     I can only wish I liked Upshaw better.  

     Upshaw began his career at the Los Angeles Times where he was shortlisted 

for a Pulitzer for a series of articles on the scandals that rocked the Los Angeles 

Police Department in the late ’90’s.  In the samples they sent me, I  admired his 

prose style, which was free of the cheap irony so prevalent in journalistic writing 

today.  But I chose him because he was the youngest person on the list.  When 

you reach my age, you prize youth for its moral passion and its charming naïveté. 

These can be sources of endless amusement to someone of my years who gets 

out so seldom. 

      When George escorts Upshaw in, I notice George doesn’t have the mail and 

he’s sweating.  Curious.  Today isn’t a federal holiday so there should be mail. 

And George, like many slender men, sweats only during exertion or stress.  I file 

this puzzle away for later and concentrate on my guest.  



      Today, Upshaw is wearing khakis, and a striped buttoned-down shirt.  I notice 

the shirt is new because of knife-edge creases along the sleeves, and in twin 

lines descending from the outer edges of his nipples.  He smells faintly of citrus. 

I imagine Upshaw in his motel room this morning, unfolding the shirt from its 

cellophane packet and carefully removing the pins.  I see him laying out on the 

extra bed the few things he’s allowed to bring in here with him:  post-its, the soft 

felt tip markers, a notebook with his jotted questions,--paper only, nothing with 

metal coils or fasteners.  Upshaw’s a planner, a quality I appreciate, but he lacks 

a certain intuitive flair, and this is why he’ll never be a bridge player.  

     Though he’s anxious not to offend in any way, I suspect he’s unhappy with his 

current accommodations, a Comfort Inn near the Interstate that sustained 

significant damage when a rapist’s wife fell asleep with a lit cigarette. But young 

Upshaw knows who butters his bread.  Having had a near miss with the Pulitzer, 

he sees my book as his second chance at the brass ring.  Biography that reveals 

secrets can top bestseller lists and win prizes both, especially if its subject has 

stature and historical importance, has lived a life that illuminates the larger 

conundrums of the times.  My story contains all this and more, and both Upshaw 

and I know it.  

     I glance at my watch the moment Upshaw sits. This reminds him he has two 

hours.  He used to press for clarifications or follow-up questions to extend our 

time together, but now when I stand, he knows to gather his things.  As in bridge, 

a good partnership requires that one player dominate.  



     For me, managing Upshaw has become the real dividend of our literary 

endeavor. I make it a rule to leave him always wanting more.  The old have so 

few tools of seduction left to us, and if my secrets keep his young mind fixed on 

me while we’re apart, I’ll use them strategically.  I am, after all, a bridge player. 

     “Theodore,” says Upshaw, taking his customary seat.  I note he’s cut himself 

shaving and has a piece of toilet paper stuck to his neck to staunch the blood. 

The coppery smell comes at me from across the table. 

     “Good morning, Thomas,” I say, looking at my watch.  “And where shall we 

commence today?”  

     He opens his little notebook and flips through till he finds the place he wants 

to begin. With part of my mind focused on a new use of the Blackwood 

Convention and another on the problem of George and the missing mail, I 

prepare myself for the tedium of recollection.  

  

                                                    ************* 

     We devote the first half hour to filling in some gaps in my childhood.  Those 

stultifying years in Virginia are of huge interest to Upshaw.  It’s as if he believes 

there’s some concrete incident, some single trope, which once uncovered, will 

miraculously illuminate my path in life. If he can unearth that defining moment, 

he’ll have accomplished something previous biographers have failed to do, so he 

digs in the hardscrabble of my memory like a dog after a phantom bone.  



     The current emphasis in biography on the “formative events of childhood” I 

find specious.  In childhood anything is possible.  Loss is required to chisel us, 

and in most of us, that winnowing away is gradual and progressive.  Few of us 

can point to a discrete moment where everything changed, where all possible 

paths narrowed to a single way forward. Such moments are popular in books 

because they excuse the reader from the burden of thought.  For this alone they 

should be mistrusted.  

     I try to interest Upshaw in an anecdote about my New York years, but he 

wants to talk about my home-schooling—certainly an unusual educational choice 

in those days, but few parents back then possessed Mother’s prodigious 

erudition or her intellectual curiosity.  

     I explain that I’d been bored and unhappy during the single year I’d spent at 

our local elementary school. I had little in common with the other children who 

were only just learning to read, content with “Sally, Dick and Jane” primers while I 

was already devouring Dickens and Dumas père and fils.  I’d found their rowdy 

playground games incomprehensible, and found my teacher, Miss Jefferson, a 

paragon of willful ignorance.  Mother might’ve left me there to rot but for a bully 

named Sammy Fender who knocked me down one day at recess. Rather than 

cry or walk away, I bit him. Hard enough to remove a lump of his flesh with my 

teeth.  Miss Jefferson sat me in a corner on a stool for the rest of the day, a sign 

around my neck reading “Biter,” while Sammy Fender was removed to the 

hospital for stitches. 



     When Mother arrived to pick me up, this ridiculous punishment so incensed 

her that the next day she began homeschooling me.  She’d been re-reading 

Nietzsche at the time, so this was where we commenced our studies.  

     I doubt this playground incident is the golden bone Upshaw seeks.  I 

contemplate gilding that lily, suggesting that while I lay on the asphalt I’d had an 

epiphany about the strong and the weak, a moment when the meaning of justice 

struck my youthful consciousness with all the force of a lightning bolt. But there’s 

too much of the cliché in that David and Goliath image:  me on the ground, the 

bully standing over me with only his ankle exposed.  What I truly remember is the 

taste of Sammy Fender’s blood in my mouth.  

     Upshaw likes this anecdote and pauses to make notes.  Having read the 

unauthorized biographies, he knows this nugget of recollection is exclusively his. 

I watch him convince himself it has significance.  

     I toy with the idea of making up “pivotal” childhood moments for Upshaw’s 

delectation, precursive turning points to shape his story artistically. My first kiss, 

say, Martha Bailey and I, behind the garage—-or, better, at the Sunday school 

Easter egg hunt with all that symbolism of fecundity and re-birth.  Incidents ripe 

for Upshaw’s powers of interpretation. Poetic flourishes to make the bigger truths 

unmistakable to even the dullest reader.  But I resist.  

     Last week during bridge Wayne used the expression “reality fatigue,” to argue 

our cultural exhaustion with the truth. Unlike my fellow card-players, I rarely 

watch television.  My generation grew up without it, but Wayne-- a decade 



younger-- tells me what he enjoys most are programs in which cameras follow 

real people and document the things they do.  Wayne thinks real people are 

more fictitious than actors because when you turn on a camera, reality vanishes. 

The very act of looking re-calibrates the truth.  People who know they’re 

observed no longer behave as they would without an audience. They play to the 

crowd; weigh every gesture and utterance.  They fabricate to win attention. 

Small wonder Wayne enjoys this, but how to know what’s true?  Though I might 

not tell Upshaw everything, what I do tell him will be the truth.  

     We’ve wasted thirty minutes on the Virginia playground incident and I assume 

we’ll move forward into the years of home schooling and the beginning of 

Mother’s illness, when Upshaw surprises me.  

     “Was it your mother who taught you bridge?” he asks. 

     A real memory:  I suppose I was ten or eleven.  Mother and I had been 

studying math; we’d touched on the basic concept of number theory.  Math was 

Mother’s weakest subject. This is not to say she wasn’t good at it, but simply, that 

numbers interested her less than words.  She’d taught me Math as she’d taught 

me German, as a foreign language.  I remember we discussed the behavior of 

numbers, and I asked if numbers could ever deviate from the set patterns 

demanded by their specific operations. In other words, could numbers 

themselves possess free will? 

     Mother liked philosophical questions and this one pleased her immensely. 

We discussed odds and probabilities, chaos theory, then the question of 



arbitrariness:  was it a mathematical principle—-something actually governed by 

laws-- or was it elemental, uncontrollable force?  To illustrate her point, Mother 

found a deck of cards in a desk drawer, explained the basics of bridge, and dealt 

out four hands, face-up.  I was immediately captivated.  

     Bridge quickly became the regular conclusion to our lessons and my favorite 

part of the school day.  In the spring and summer we’d play on our wide front 

porch with the scent of lilac in the air, the white wicker chairs leaving 

basket-weave impressions on my legs; in the cold months we’d sit at the kitchen 

table with mugs of hot chocolate and Wagner on the radio.  These are memories 

without any larger significance, but truer than anything else Upshaw and I have 

discussed.  

     Then he spoils it. Was my love of bridge tied to my love of Mother?  Did I go 

through a period of not playing after she died?  He’s clumsily digging for a 

Freudian bone this time, and I see from my watch that we still have twenty 

minutes to go.  I tell him the truth: that bridge has been a ruling passion for me 

since the moment I discovered it. Neither Mother’s death nor the demands of my 

work have kept me from it long. I became a grand master in my teens and have 

played since then as regularly as my circumstances have allowed. Bridge has 

been a constant and a lifeline.  Here on the Row, where everything else has 

been taken from me, I still have bridge. 



     We dance around the subject of Mother’s death. Hers is always the ghost in 

the room.  Upshaw knows better than to come at her directly, so he deftly 

changes the subject.  

     He asks about tonight’s bridge game and whom I’ll be partnering.  He’s 

fishing, not too subtly, for details about Richard. A few weeks ago, I made the 

mistake of mentioning our little club, and Upshaw was captivated by the image of 

Richard as a member of our foursome.  

     Richard is our local “rock star.” The media finds him endlessly fascinating and 

in return, Richard helps them sell newspapers and magazines.  At 29, he’s the 

youngest of our group.  Though Wayne, Leonard and I are products of a older 

generations, Richard never makes us feel our age or obsolescence. He’s happy 

to de-code expressions we don’t understand, or explain trends and fashions we 

find baffling, like the self-torture of piercings and scarifications so prevalent 

among members of his fan base.  His world is very different from the one of our 

youth.  Strange women throw themselves at Richard in public.  They send him 

their underwear in the mail, and marriage proposals through the internet. 

Multiple websites are devoted to his achievements, created by besotted fans to 

parse his slightest utterance or dissect his rare court appearances. There’s an 

actual organization called “The Rod Squad” made up of girls who have elaborate 

fantasies about Richard and are willing to do anything, if only he asks it. I confess 

I don’t understand a culture where someone like Richard is practically 

worshipped, but none of that matters across a bridge table.  



     Richard’s a natural bridge genius; you might even call him a savant.  He’s 

read none of the classic literature, re-played none of the great games, doesn’t 

subscribe to Bridge World, or even read the daily columns in the newspaper. The 

notion of Richard playing such a stuffy game and playing it masterfully is so 

incongruous I understand Upshaw’s fascination.  Richard’s own fans would be 

shocked at his devotion to something so conventional. His passion for bridge 

remains one of his darker secrets. 

    Upshaw invites my assessment of Richard as a bridge player and I give the 

devil his due:  Richard’s strength is in the bidding phase.  Specifically, in his 

ability to decode nuance.  

     Bidding is the heart and soul of bridge.  It takes place before a single card is 

played, and once it’s concluded, though only a dozen words have been spoken, 

an entire complex conversation has taken place.  Most often the game is won or 

lost right here.  

     Perhaps you’ve heard a golfer or tennis player explain how the backswing 

determines how hard and fast a ball will travel long before the club or racket 

touches it.  If the player’s feet are planted correctly, his elbow bent at the proper 

angle, his weight balanced just so, then the ball’s trajectory through the air and 

its final resting place are pre-determined before a single movement is made. 

Finis origine pendent.  The end is in the beginning.  In bridge, bidding is the 

backswing. 



     Once the actual laying down of cards begins, an expert player rarely makes 

an error.  But in bidding even a grand master can overestimate the strength of his 

hand, or worse, miscommunicate to his partner the cards he controls.  

     Richard has a preternatural ability to read people.  He’ll register the flicker of a 

glance between partners, the tiniest intake of breath, or how a pupil dilates when 

“six no trump’ is bid.  He can almost decipher your hand by watching you fan it 

out.  Only Wayne can confound Richard, but Wayne’s such a collection of 

personalities it’s never certain which one you’re playing on a given day. 

     I watch Upshaw put down his pen and lean back in the chair to stretch.  When 

he rolls his neck I hear a pleasing crack.  He casually mentions that Richard was 

taught bridge as a child by a parish priest in the Los Angeles barrio where he 

grew up. A Jesuit named Father Nulty who was later de-frocked for certain 

unnamed failings. Who went missing one day and whose body has never been 

found.  

     Someone has been researching a subject other than me. 

     I look pointedly at my watch.  We’ve killed eleven minutes on Richard but nine 

still remain before George returns. I’m thinking again about the half-moons of 

sweat under George’s armpits and the significance of no mail when I hear his key 

in the lock. 

   Upshaw has never experienced a prison lock-down before and he panics. He 

drops pens and post-its in his hurry to shove things into his briefcase. If this was 

a riot in progress, he’d do best to leave his possessions and flee, but here on the 



Row we’re isolated from general population; we live under tighter security, which 

also means greater safety.  Trouble on the tiers is like a drought in Zaire; we get 

the news with our breakfast trays, but it’s happening elsewhere.  

     George returns for me after hustling Upshaw out. He un-cuffs my arms from 

the metal chair then re-cuffs them behind my back to the chain at my waist.  He 

silently keys his shoulder microphone when we reach the reinforced door that 

Frank will open from the other side to take us back to my cell.  

     My only concern about what’s happening inside these walls is whether or not 

today’s bridge game will be cancelled.  The animals in gen pop may kill each 

other as they will, but Richard’s been lying, and I’m curious to know why.  

 


